IN THE MATTER OF THE CORONER’S COURT AT SEREMBAN
NEGERI SEMBILAN DARUL KHUSUS
INQUIRY INTO THE DEATH OF NORA ANNE QUOIRIN
(INQUEST NO: NA-65A-1-03/2020)

Introduction

1.

Nora Anne Quoirin (“Nora Anne”)-is now deceased, aged 15 years
was last seen alive at about 10 p.m. on 3rd August 2019 at Sora
House (“Sora House”), The Dusun Resort, Pantai, Negeri Sembilan
(“the Resort”).

2.

She and her family arrived in Malaysia on the same date for family
vacation at the Resort.

3.

The next morning, 4th August 2019, at about 8.00 a.m. Nora Anne’s
father, Sebastian Marie Phillipe Quoirin discovered her missing from
her bed.

4.

Nora Anne’s family and staffs of the Resort had tried to locate Nora
Anne but all without success. In the meantime, Haanim Ahmed
Bamadhaj, owner of the Resort went to the Pantai Police Station to
lodge a missing report.

5.

The police had then carried out initial searches for the missing Nora
Anne in response to the said report. Simultaneously, the police had
activated criminal investigation into her disappearance.
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6.

Nora Anne’s disappearance had sparked an extensive search
thereafter involving various agencies and hundreds of people. Sniffer
dogs and drones had also been deployed in the said operation.

7.

On 13th August 2019, the naked body of Nora Anne was found in a
stream that was 2.27-meter-wide and 8 cm deep by a local team of
hikers at a palm oil plantation near the Resort.

8.

The body was flown to Hospital Tuanku Jaafar, Seremban, Negeri
Sembilan (“HTJ”).

9.

Nora Anne’s identity was confirmed by her parents and DNA analysis.
It was an uncontentious fact.

10. A post mortem was carried out on 14th August 2019 by Dr Siew
Sheue Feng and Dr Hanif bin Mahmud.
11. Both forensic pathologists affirmed Nora Anne’s cause of death as
upper gastrointestinal bleeding due to duodenal ulcer complications
with perforation.

Reference to the Judge of the Coroner Court
12. On the 2nd February 2020, Inspector Mohd Nor Nikman bin
Ahammed, the investigating officer, had supplied all the reports and
documents connected to the death of Nora Anne (“the sudden death
report”) to Junaidah Mohd Isa, SJ (as she then was), for her
instruction under section 333 of the Criminal Procedure Code.
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13. The section 333 provides:

Duty of Magistrate on receipt of report

333. (1) If the Magistrate shall be satisfied as to the cause of
death without holding an inquiry under this Chapter, he shall
report to the Public Prosecutor the cause of death as
ascertained to his satisfaction with his reasons for being so
satisfied and shall at the same time transmit to the Public
Prosecutor all reports and documents in his possession
connected with the matter.

(2) In all other cases the Magistrate shall proceed as soon as
may be to hold an inquiry under this Chapter.

(3) It shall not be necessary for the Magistrate to hold any
inquiry under this Chapter or to make any report under
subsection (1) if any criminal proceedings have been
instituted against any person in respect of any act connected
with the death of the deceased or such hurt as caused the
death.

14. In exercising the power conferred by the above said provision,
Junaidah Mohd Isa, SJ (as she then was) had, on 3rd February 2020,
decided that an inquiry into the death of Nora Anne be held.
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The Parameters of the Inquiries

15. In Malaysia, inquests are referred to as inquiries of death and they
are governed by Part VIII Chapter XXXII of Criminal Procedure Code
and Practice Direction of the Chief Justice No. 2 of 2019.

16. According to section 337 of the Criminal Procedure Code, the
essence of what a Judge/Magistrate can inquire into are the five (5)
main questions:
(a) When did the deceased die?
(b) Where did the deceased die?
(c) How did the deceased die?
(d) In what manner the deceased died?
(e) Whether any person is criminally concerned in the cause of the
deceased’s death?

17. For convenience, I reproduce the provision in full with emphasis
added:

A Magistrate holding an inquiry shall inquire when, where, how
and after what manner the deceased came by his death and
also whether any person is criminally concerned in the
cause of the death.
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18. The language of the above said provision is plain and simple and
there is no ambiguity therein. An inquiry under section 337 of the
Criminal Procedure Code is limited in scope and is confined to the
ascertainment of answers to the said five questions.

19. The questions regarding the details as who should be blamed, who
is guilty or may be guilty of any offence are foreign to the ambit and
scope of the proceedings under the said provision.

20. The same was highlighted by Sulong Matjeraie J (as he then was) in
In Re Anthony Chang Kim Fook, Deceased [2007] 2 CLJ 362
where he had this to say:

[7] Section 337 of the CPC serves as the terms of reference
within which the Coroner conducts the inquest into the death
of the deceased. As such the Coroner cannot act outside the
perimeter of the said terms of reference.

21. It is all about fact-finding proceedings with a very limited jurisdiction.

22. Sulong Matjeraie J (as he then was) in the same In Re Anthony
Chang Kim Fook, Deceased’s case further said:
[8] It must be borne in mind that in an inquest, there are no
parties, there is no indictment, there is no prosecution, there is
no defence and there is no trial. It is simply an attempt to
establish facts. It is an inquisitorial process, a process of
investigation quite unlike a trial where the prosecutor accuses
and the accused defends, the judge holding the balance or the
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ring, whichever metaphor one chooses to use, see R v South
London Coroner; ex parte Thompson [1982] 126 SJ 625 DC.
[Emphasis added]

23. In discharging the above said duty, a Judge/ Magistrate is free from
the constraints of the normal rules of procedure and evidence which
apply in the accusatorial/adversarial process.

24. The said position was discussed by Suriyadi J (as he then was) in PP
v Shanmugam & Ors [2002] 1 LNS 160 in the following words:
To arrive at a correct conclusion, it is essential that I resolve
a specific preliminary issue first ie, whether a magistrate who
conducts such an inquiry under discussion, is bound by the
normal rule of evidence. I will begin by stating that in a gist,
due to the various amendments to the Criminal Procedure
Code (Amendment) Act, the Courts Act 1948, the Courts
(Amendment) Act 1950 and finally the substantive FMS
Criminal Procedure Code being amended by Act 324/76
making it applicable to the whole of Malaysia, and repealing
all the other statutes governing inquests or death inquiries,
the magistrate court now has assumed the powers and duties
of a coroner court. It had always been accepted that a
coroner’s inquest was a court of law, though not a court of
justice, as it was essentially set up to investigate and
ascertain the cause of death. Apart from being shackled by a
limited mandate, a coroner was also not bound to follow the
usual procedure of law courts. With the abovementioned
statutory amendments, the position of a magistrate now is no
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different to the archaic coroner when holding an inquiry of
death, and thus similarly not bound by the usual procedure of
courts of law. In Re Loh Kah Kheng (deceased) (supra)
Mohamed Dzaiddin J (as His Lordship then was) when
reviewing an inquiry had in crystal clear terms remarked:
“I am, therefore of the opinion that so long as the
learned magistrate was satisfied that there was
evidence, in whateverform or manner elicited and
whether admissible or not, which could assist her in
establishing the cause of death of the deceased, she was
perfectly entitled to know and take cognizance of it
(emphasis mine).”.

Under held of the above case, is also authored:
‘The function of a magistrate in holding an inquiry of
death is to inquire, inter alia, whether any person is
criminally concerned in the cause of death. The inquiry
is to be held by examining witnesses on oath and the
magistrate may admit any evidence which he thinks fit,
especially hearsay evidence. His duty is to ascertain the
cause of death and he is not bound to follow usual
procedure (emphasis mine).

Inspite of that clear enunciation, in that a magistrate is not
bound by the usual procedure, the eventual verdict is a
different story. A magistrate who conducts an inquiry must
confine himself to the evidence made available to him, and at
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the end of the day decide on that evidence alone (Richard
Evans & Co. Ltd v. Astley [1911] A.C 674). Guesswork is
certainly out. If any verdict is based on probability and not on
the established facts that verdict must certainly be quashed
and an open verdict returned.

25. The above said principles are also outlined in the Practice Direction
of the Chief Justice No. 2 of 2019 with some additional points that,
inter alia, the coroner/magistrate must, at the conclusion of the
inquiry, deliver a verdict on any one of the following:

(a) an open verdict (mati yang tidak dapat ditentukan cara kematian)

(b) misadventure (mati akibat kemalangan)

(c) natural death (mati akibat penyakit)

(d) homicide (mati akibat perbuatan orang lain)

(e) suicide (mati akibat perbuatan sendiri)

(see Paragraph H of Attachment A to the Practice Direction)
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Appearances at the Inquiry
26. I now turn to the inquiry (or “inquest” as the term commonly used) at
hand.

27. As said, there are five (5) questions that must be answered.

28. To help this Court decides the said five questions, I received
assistance at this inquiry from a team of four prosecuting officers
(who are known as “the Assisting Officers” (“AO”)) led, in the
beginning, by Tuan Muhammad Iskandar bin Ahmad and then Tuan
Ahmad Sazali bin Omar.
29. This Court has also granted Nora Anne’s parents, Sebastian Marie
Phillipe Quoirin (“Mr Quoirin”) and Meabh Josephine Quoirin (“Mrs
Quoirin”), leave to appear as interested parties at this inquiry. They
are represented by Mr Sakthy Vell Saminathan of Messrs Sakthy Vell
who is assisted by Ms Louise Azmi and Ms Lydia Ng.

30. The same leave was given to the Resort in the name of Berembun
Resort Sdn Bhd who is represented by Mr Alliff Benjamin Suhaimi of
Messrs Thomas Philip and assisted by Prof Datuk Dr Gurdial Singh
Nijar.

31. I am grateful to all the parties for their active participation and for their
helpful written submissions.
32. Before I forget, thank you very much to BTM, the IT department from
POJ making it happened on evidence given by zoom.
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33. And I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere
sympathy to the families of Nora Anne.

Witnesses

34. At the beginning, this Court was provided with a long list of names for
me to decide who should be called to give evidence.

35. It is trite that a coroner is not required to call every witness who might
have relevant evidence, but sufficient witnesses to undertake a
proper inquiry (see R (Ahmed) v South and East Cumbria Coroner
[2009] EWHC 1653)

36. Having said in mind, the above said list has been shortened
throughout the inquiry proceedings. There was a total of 48 witnesses
testified over the period of 24 days commencing on 24th August 2020
and ended on 10th December 2020. The details of which are as
follows:

(1)

DCP Dato Mohamad bin Mat Yusof

-

SI-1

(2)

Haanim bt Ahmed Bamadhaj

-

SI-2

(3)

Supt Mohd Nor Marzukee bin Besar

-

SI-3

(4)

ASP Chong Mee Chyi

-

SI-4

(5)

Sjn 139439 Poo Kong San

-

SI-5
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(6)

Nor Aidora Saedon

-

SI-6

(7)

Suhana binti Ismail

-

SI-7

(8)

Saiful Fazamil bin Mohd Ali

-

SI-8

(9)

KPL 143083 Simon A/L Santanasamy

-

SI-9

(10) Kpl 173557 Manimaran A/L Pandi Dorai

-

SI-10

(11) ACP Wan Rukman bin Wan Hassan

-

SI-11

(12) Superintendan Wan Azlan bin Wan Mamat

-

SI-12

(13) Superintendan Lee Kui Lin

-

SI-13

(14) DSP Mohd Azam bin Ismail

-

SI-14

(15) Lans Koperal Selyvester Kirinus

-

SI-15

(16) PBK 1 Fadzil bin Arshad

-

SI-16

(17) PBT Ravi A/L Perumal

-

SI-17

(18) PB Jackson Ringkai Anak Gawan

-

SI18

(19) PB Ajat Anak Menang

-

SI-19
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(20) DSP Hamzah bin Abd Rani

-

SI-20

(21) Inspektor Khairul Marwan bin Kahar

-

SI-21

(22) Inspektor Hor Ming Jai

-

SI-22

(23) Inspektor Sathia balan A/L Balakrishnan

-

SI-23

(24) TPGB II Ahmad Mukhlis bin Mukhtar

-

SI-24

(25) PB Hizwan bin Khalil

-

SI-25

(26) TPGB Mohammad bin Idris

-

SI-26

(27) PB Faizal bin Ahmad

-

SI-27

(28) Chong Yue Fatt

-

SI-28

(29) Muhammad Firdaus bin Kamarudin

-

SI-29

(30) Magenderan A/L Manoharan

-

SI-30

(31) Inspektor Nur Adli bin Md Sa’ari

-

SI-31

(32) DSP Hazizi bin A. Samad

-

SI-32

(33) Rabidin bin Mohd Zin

-

SI-33
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(34) Puwira Jaya bin Othman

-

SI-34

(35) Meabh Jesophine Quoirin

-

SI-35

(36) Sebastian Marie Phillipe Quoirin

-

SI-36

(37) Innes Julia

-

SI-36(a)

(38) Michael Reeves

-

SI-37

(39) Helen Marion Todd

-

SI-38

(40) Nurul Asmaq binti Lokman

-

SI-39

(41) ASP Udiasoorian A/L Samireddy

-

SI-40

(42) Dr Nathaniel Roger Blair Cary

-

SI-41

(43) Dr Hanif bin Mahmud

-

SI-42

(44) Dr Siew Sheue Feng

-

SI-43

(45) DSP Tharmalingam A/L Ramachandran

-

SI-44

(46) ACP Nik Ezanee bin Mohd Faisal

-

SI-45

(47) Inspektor Mohd Nor Nikman bin Ahammed

-

SI-46
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(48) Inspektor Wan Faridah binti Mustanin

-

SI-47

Standard of Proof

37. In the assessment of 48 testimonies and 79 exhibits in hand, it is
important to note here that the applicable standard of proof is merely
the civil standard of proof on a balance of probabilities. See Teoh
Meng Kee v PP [2014] 7 CLJ 1034.

38. Mah Weng Kwai JCA (as he then was) in the above stated case had
this to say when confirming the said position:

[124]

It is not in dispute that in an inquest the evidence

adduced must be credible so as to become the basis for the
coroner’s finding (see In Re Inquest Into The Death Of Sujatha
Krishnan Deceased [2009] 5 CLJ 783); that the verdict must
not be based on guess work but on particulars which have
been proved in evidence (see R v. Huntbach; ex parte Lockley
[1944] KB 606, Re Derek Selby, Deceased [1971] 1 CLJ 22;
[1971] 2 MLJ 277); a Magistrate who conducts an inquiry must
confine himself to the evidence made available to him and at
the end of the day must decide on that evidence alone (see PP
v Shanmugam & Ors [2002] 1 LNS 160; [2002] 6 MLJ 562);
that a Magistrate can only make a definite finding based on
proved facts produced and not on mere conjectures (see Re
Rumie Mahlie, Deceased [2007] 10 CLJ 697).
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Approved Facts

39. Having the clear principles in mind, I now set out and discuss the
evidence chronologically.

40. Except the allegation that Nora Anne was a victim of kidnapping and
matters related to it, most of the evidence went unchallenged during
the inquiry.

Who is the deceased person?
41. As said, the deceased identity as 15-year-old Nora Anne Quoirin is
not an issue.
42. Nora Anne Quoirin was born on 31st May 2004 to Mr Quoirin, SI-36
and Mrs Quoirin, SI-35 (“Mrs Quoirin”). She was their first child.
43. She had two younger siblings, Innes Julia, SI-36a (“Innes”) and
Maurice Arthure (“Maurice”).

Nora Anne - Holoprosencephaly

44. Nora Anne was born with holoprosencephaly (“HPE”), an abnormality
of brain development. There is no dispute too.
45. The question is : How severe was Nora Anne’s condition?
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46. My own research on this brain malformation before the inquiry started
had shown that the severity of HPE varies widely among the affected
individuals. The more severe malformation identified, the more
problem or complication will be faced by the effected individual. I do
not propose to discuss it in detail. It is not my expertise.
47. Suffice for us to know what did Nora Anne’s family and her school
say about her HPE condition?

48. When explaining what holoprosencephaly is, Mrs Quoirin had this to
say about Nora Anne:
So, for instance, when Nora was born she could not breathe well
because her nasal of passages were too close together. And she
had one distinctive feature which was a single incisor. So, instead
of having two front teeth, just one which we, with the help of a
dental surgeon had disguised somewhat for her physical
appearance by balancing out the length of her other tooth.
Normally that single incisor is longer and wider. So, while these
facial features are quite subtle, they’re nonetheless
distinctive. Nora’s brain was not fused, but she had a
smaller brain. They associated with holoprosencephaly is a
microcephaly particularly small brain, and this was Nora’s case.
[Emphasis added]
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49. Her manifest condition at the age of 15 years i.e. the age when she
went missing was further explained as follow:

Nora had a quite a lot of physical challenges in both her fine
motor and growth motor skills. She was physically well and able
from a basic point of view. But Nora struggled a great deal with
her balance and coordination in particular. So, she would have
to she for instance if she would try to run or move quickly, she
would have a lot of difficulty with that or had a very awkward
gait.

She would often fall or stumble if she was walking in areas that
were not flat or straight. And she would not be able for instance
to swim easily or manage any activity that required any sort of
balance.
So, she could climb a little bit at the play park. But she wouldn’t
be able to manage any serious climbing or handle any sort of
even quite basic physical obstacle course like you would see in
children’s playground. That was beyond her ability.

I would say a major feature for Nora physically were her hands.
So, when Nora was little it was explained to me this way and
she had this throughout her life and had occupational therapy
at times to try and help this. But it was like having to wear thick
rubber gloves all the times. So, she struggled to at grip anything,
hold anything with any degree of force.
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Her hands were often situated at a funny and unusual angle so
like this

or like this

She would often bend her hand backwards

And they would hang funny strangely by her side.

She struggled to maintain a position sensibly. So, for instance
that meant that writing was a real challenge. Nora really couldn’t
write. And her hand writing for instance was like a very small
child. And she couldn’t write more than a very basic sentence.

That was a cognitive issue but also a physical issue. She
couldn’t manage zips or buttons particularly buttons with any
ease. She couldn’t manage any activity for instance where she
had to move her hands behind her back. She couldn’t twist an
object or try to open anything with any force. She couldn’t
manage a phone. She couldn’t hold a phone closely to her ear.
We communicated using phone with video because it was too
hard for Nora to coordinate hand to mouth activity.
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And another physical issue was her what we call core strength.
So, Nora would tire very easily whilst simply sitting. And for
instance, a school day for Nora was physically very tiring, and
again the specialist told us that just you know to stay sitting up
like you and I are now, would demand quite a lot of effort for
Nora.

So regularly I would take her to osteopathy to help her tiredness
level and we had understood that from a physical point of view
her nervous system was frequently strained by just average
activity.

And on top of that then she also suffered from enuresis.
So, night time bed wetting. This was not constant but it was
regular. And the week before we went to Malaysia she in
fact had a lot of enuresis challenges to deal with.

And, she had some hearing difficulty. This was quite mild. So,
Nora could hear relatively well but not in a situation where there
were many people speaking at once. So, at school for example
she had a hearing aid which she wore. And she was not wearing
hearing aid when she disappeared. I don’t believe this to be a
material issue in any way as Nora could hear us calling her at
home or she could hear people nearby but simply in a crowded
situation her ability to distinguish sound would have been more
challenge but just to complete the picture of her physical needs.

[Emphasis added]
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50. Nora Anne’s former head teacher at Garratt Park School, Michael
Reeves, SI-37 (“Mr. Reeves”), had also contributed a lot to this inquiry
as far as Nora Anne’s condition is concerned. He, who joined the
school since 2006, was acquainted with the deceased. He spoke to
her frequently. He observed her behavior frequently. He had also
stood in as substitute teacher for Nora Anne’s class several times.
51. This is what he said about Nora Anne’s condition in relation to HPE.

Right. The main diagnosis was a condition called Microform
Holoprosencephaly and that means that the two frontal lobes of
the brain had not separated fully. Now there are different forms
of this and Nora had the microform of the condition. The
moderate and severe forms of this condition inevitably result in
death either before birth or shortly afterwards. Nora’s form
might be described as mild, but it did nevertheless result in
significant learning difficulties and physical disability. The only
reason we would call it mild is that Nora did not die from it when
she was small. In terms of the effect that this had upon her
functioning in term of her intellect and cognition and learning
Nora presented when she arrived with us at the age of 11 as a
child functioning, in terms of reading at about the age of 6, at the
age of 11 she was reading like a 6-year-old. Her mathematical
ability was below the age of 5. Her ability to recall sentences
which she heard was about the age of five and her ability to form
sentences was below the age of 7.
…..
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Other condition including particularly very poor balance, very
poor core strength, poor posture and all of that meant that
physically she found it difficult to take part in some activities
including P.E. In 4 years, that I knew Nora I didn’t once see her
running in the playground. She was unable to run, she was able
to run but she was fearful of falling and she did sometimes fall
when she tried to run. So, she was she did have a significant
physical disability as well although you may not see it her ability
to move, her ability to balance, her ability to have a straight
posture was limited.
She also had a significant speech and language delay as I’ve
said her sentence formation skills and her recall sentences she
heard were again typical of a child much younger than she was.
She had a hearing loss in her right ear which was managed with
use of a hearing aid.

52. The above explanation on Nora Anne and the HPE is even clearer
when this Court was referred to Exhibit EI-62.

53. Exhibit EI-62 is the London Borough of Lambeth Education Health &
Care Assessment Report on Nora Anne with a remark “Final-April
2018”. All background information about Nora Anne is provided at
page(s) 2 to 6 of the said report. The relevant excerpt of the report is
reproduced as follows:
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Primary area of need
Primary special educational Cognition & Learning
need

Physical and/or Sensory

Known diagnoses

Moderate
Difficulties,

Learning
Microform

holoprosencephaly

and

choanal stenosis, hearing
loss,

microcephaly,

speech and language delay
and learning difficulties.
(Page 3)
Medical history:
• Nora has microform holoprosencephaly and choanal
stenosis from birth, associated with learning difficulties, a
unilateral moderate hearing loss in her right ear so she
now wears a hearing aid, and craniofacial structural
abnormality.
• She is monitored annually by an endocrinologist.
• She has nocturnal enuresis which is considered to be a
medical need as she is now less anxious and happy at
school.
• She has speech and language therapy and occupational
therapy provided in school and accesses an osteopath
independently.
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Developmental history
• Nora has been slow to develop expressive and receptive
language skills, fine and gross motor co-ordination, and
independence skills.
• She has moderate learning difficulties so is developing
literacy and numeracy at a slower rate.
• Socially she has been shy and withdrawn with strangers
but when confident shows a good sense of humour and
enjoys reading and role play,
• Her speech can be quite and difficult to understand
(page 4)
[Emphasis added]
Microform Holoprosencephaly

54. Having regard to the above, it is obviously clear that Nora Anne was
not an average child. Neither she was a child with the most severe
form of HPE.

55. She was a child who had a mild form of disorder known as microform
holoprosencephaly. Although it was a mild form of brain disorder, it
was manifested with, as the record shows, the following symptoms
and conditions:
• microcephaly,
• choanal stenosis,
• single central incisor,
• moderate learning difficulties,
• nocturnal enuresis,
• moderate hearing loss in her right ear,
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• speech and language delay; and
• delays in fine and gross motor co-ordination development.

Special School

56. In view of her above said condition, Nora Anne attended Garratt Park
School in September 2015. She was with the school until July 2019.
57. She was originally attending St Bernadette’s Catholic School (see
Wandsworth Hearing Support Service’ report dated 14th March 2016,
a supporting document to the Annual Review Report dated 16th
March 2016, Exhibit EI-61).

58. Garratt Park School is a state special school caters solely for children
aged from 11 to 19 years with special educational needs and
disabilities. Its curriculum is different from the one in a mainstream
school.

59. According to Mr Reeves, SI-37, when she arrived at the school at the
age of 11 in September 2015, Nora Anne presented as a child
functioning in term of reading at the age of 6 and 5 months. She had
a math age of 4 years and 10 months and she had an expressive
language age of 5.

60. Apart from the above, Mr Reeves also described Nora Anne as a child
with poor balance, poor posture and difficult to take part in some
activities.
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61. I did confirm with the witness if the above said condition he referred
to was the one prevailed in September, 2015. This is his answer:

Right. She was able to walk around. She was able to get from
one classroom to another classroom. She was able to take part
in a fairly static and still way, in PE lessons. And she was able to
do the basic functions in our cooking lessons. Nevertheless, out
on the playground mixing with other people, I would still say that
at that age, …she was still vulnerable.

62. Based on the initial assessment on Nora Anne, a learning plan was
designed by the school for her. She took part in the standard school
curriculum. In addition to it, she attended Occupational Therapy (OT)
and Speech and Language Therapy (SLT) to develop the relevant
skills needed. This is what was said by Mr Reeves:

Yeah, we are a school which caters solely for children with
special educational needs and disabilities and therefore our
curriculum is very different from the curriculum you would find
in a mainstream school. Most of our subject content is primary
school based. We have the same subjects as the mainstream
school has but at a much lower level. We also put in place
occupational therapy on one to one basis to develop Nora’s
fine motor skills especially with writing, her posture and
her balance. We put in speech and language therapy in
order to develop her receptive and expressive language,
her vocabulary, her ability to answer question beginning
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with who what where and why and how and also to develop
her understanding of the language of others.
[Emphasis added]

63. As young children with special educational needs and disabilities, all
students in Garratt School Park’s achievement and their progress will
be reviewed annually in compliance with the respective Local
Authority statutory requirement.

64. The annual review, as Mr. Reeves explained, is each academic year.
And the school’s academic year runs from September to July. Each
student shall have his/her own annual review report. And Nora Anne
was also be part of the said review process.

65. It is interesting to note that the review process involves not only the
teachers and the students but also the parents or carers, and all
professionals/specialists who directly involve with the students. All
the details, statements and views on the pupil progress are well
stated and documented.

66. As for Nora Anne, the Annual Review Reports as presented by
Exhibit(s) EI-61, EI-65, EI-62 and EI-60, they are of much assistance
to this Court in understanding Nora Anne’s condition.
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67. The followings are the excerpt of the reports:

Exhibit EI-61
Annual review report of pupil with a Statement of Special Educational
Needs
Date of Annual Review : 16 March 2016 [Emphasis added]

Page-4

Page-5
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Supporting Document : Occupational Therapy Annual Review Report
dated 3rd March 2016 [Emphasis added]
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Exhibit EI-62
The London Borough of Lambeth Education Health & Care Plan
Remark : Final April 2018 [Emphasis added]

Page-5
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Page-6

Page-13
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Supporting Document : Occupational Therapy Annual Review Report
dated 22nd February 2017 [Emphasis added]
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Supporting Document : Garratt Park School Tutor Progress Report
For Educational Health Care Plan dated 24th January 2017
[Emphasis added]
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Exhibit EI-64
Parents/Carers Views for Annual Review dated 29th January 2018
[Emphasis added]

68. According to Mr.Reeves, based on the above, the progress made by
Nora Anne was rather small in all areas for each year. Exactly. That
was what he looked at as a school teacher.

69. For me, Garratt Park School had done great job for Nora Anne in term
of her social skill, learning skill, speech and language skill and even
her fine and gross motor skills. She was able to participate in several
activities such as swimming, basketball, and bike club.

70. By saying that, it does not mean that we are looking at Nora Anne as
an average child, a normal person. Never.
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71. The fact that she was a student with a diagnosis of microform
holoprosencephaly, benign type of HPE, remains. We have no issue
on that. This Court still recognizes the limitation that came with Nora
Anne’s condition.

72. The important point here is the efforts made on Nora Anne.

73. The efforts that Mr. and Mrs. Quoirin, the school, teachers, therapists,
other specialists and professionals put on Nora Anne were
remarkable. They had been trying to treat her developmental delay
and intellectual disability at a maximum possible improvement. For
that, I would like to reproduce what Mr Reeves testified before this
Court:
I said with our students in general we don’t expect our students
at Garratt Park School to be fixed, to be cured. We what we aim
to do is to get the best out of them that we possibly can in their
circumstances. We will not be expecting Nora when she left
Garratt Park School to have good balance or core strength or
good posture. We were simply aiming for that firstly not to get any
worst than it was and for the gap between her and normal
development to be as small as possible.
……

We are special school, and we would not directly in the course of
an annual review meeting or in an annual review repot compare
our students to average students. All of our progress based upon
other children of similar difficulties and whenever we refer to
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progress, we would say yes, the child is making progress. We
might say the child is making better than expected progress but
that would be better than expected in her context. It wouldn’t
better than expected in comparison to other students. In terms of
her, never say, never saying she’s made poor progress.

74. And the result could be seen from the reports itself especially the
views made by Nora Anne’s parents on her progress.

75. Though the progress shown by Nora Anne was still slow and she was
not yet autonomous as described by Mrs Quoirin, her mild HPE
condition did not deprive her from, inter alia, studying, participating in
social activities, joining school trips (though with close supervision),
playing games, walking in the park, and even going holidays with the
families to other countries which was inclusive of a long-haul flight to
Malaysia on the 2nd August 2019. Mr Quoirin said flying by plane was
not a novelty at all for Nora Anne.

As a family we love walking on the weekend. We live near a
vey urban environment. We live near at park so we often go
you know and hour’s walk uh in the park together. And I
thought a walk in nature it would be a nice thing for us to do.

(per Mrs Quoirin)
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76. Kindly see Exhibit(s) EI-10, EI-11, and EI-20 to see the condition of
Nora Anne on the 3rd August 2019 at the Kuala Lumpur International
Airport (“KLIA”). The said Exhibits are the CCTV footage at the
airport.

The Trip to Malaysia

(2nd August 2019)The Journey I – 19 hours

77. About the trip to Malaysia on the 2nd August 2019, Mr. Quoirin
testified that the journey in all was about 19 hours. He and the
children flew from London Heathrow to Abu Dhabi and then from Abu
Dhabi to KLIA.

78. Nora Anne was accustomed to airplane. She was capable to go to
the toilet by herself. She was independent with her bowel
movements. So too when she was at home.

79. Though she and other siblings were not very well rested and had
sleeping problem in the flight, Nora Anne had no enuresis challenges
on the plane compared to the week before the family went to Malaysia
where she had a lot of enuresis challenges to deal with. She had wet
the bed a few times that week.
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(3rd August 2019) –
The Journey II – Another 45 minutes
80. Mr. Quoirin and his three (3) children arrived at KLIA on the 3rd of
August 2019 at 10 o’clock in the morning where they then met up with
Mrs. Quoirin who was flying from Singapore.

81. Then a driver, a local Malaysian man arranged by the Dusun picked
the family up from KLIA to the Resort. The journey took them less
than an hour. And perhaps 45 minutes. Nora Anne stayed awake on
the road. She was very excited.

Nora was very affectionate. So, she was holding on to me. And
she wanted to tell me about her week where I had been absent.
And she was telling me about story from school. And she was
telling me about the movies that they had watched on the
airplane.
(per Mrs Quoirin)
(3rd August 2019) –
The Journey III – At the Resort ..Finally

82. The Quoirin family arrived at the Resort in the afternoon. The day was
hot.

83. There, they were entertained by Nor Asmaq binti Lokman, SI-39,
manager of the Resort

who then brought them to their

accommodation at the Sora House, an open-air concept.
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84. These are some photos of the Sora House taken by the police.
The Entrance

Exhibit EI-2(2)

Exhibit EI-2(3)
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Exhibit EI-2(4)

Back View of the Sora House

Exhibit EI-2(9)
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The Kitchen- Open Concept

Exhibit EI-2(10)
Entrance- Kitchen, Living Area – Open Concept
Master Bedroom with a heavy, thick wooden sliding door
Spiral Staircase to the upstairs bedroom/mezzanine level
Spare Toilet at the bottom of the spiral staircase

ENTRANCE DOOR

SPARE TOILET

Exhibit EI-2(12)
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Spiral Staircase to the upstairs bedroom/mezzanine level
Master Bedroom with a heavy, thick wooden sliding door

Exhibit EI-2(13)

The Loft/Mezzanine Level
Living Area below

From the loft you can see
the living area
Exhibit EI-2(14)
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The Loft/Mezzanine Level

Exhibit EI-2(15)

Bathroom and Sunken Bathtub attached to the master bedroom

Exhibit EI-58(d)
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Sunken Bathtub

Exhibit EI-58(c)

Bathroom

Exhibit EI-58(e)
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Another entrance to the bathroom

Exhibit EI-58(f)
The Deck/Balcony – no windows, no doors, blinds separating the
living room/area from the deck and grounds beyond
Another entrance to the bathroom

Exhibit EI-58(h)
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The Deck – no windows, no doors, blinds separating the living
room/area from the deck and grounds beyond

Exhibit EI-58(i)

Sketch Plan of the Sora House

CASEMENT
WINDOWS

Exhibit EI-15
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(3rd August 2019) –
Activities at The Dusun/ Sora House before 10 p.m.

85. On arrival, as said, the weather was hot.

86. The Quoirin family began their day at the Dusun with swimming to
cool off.
87. Mrs. Quoirin had this to explain about her family’s activities as soon
as they arrived at the Dusun/Sora House until 10 p.m. on the 3rd
August 2019:

So, after we first settled in, we went to the pool to cool down.
We were bit hot and uncomfortable after the journey. And we
had a short swim in the pool next to the Sora House. So, the
top pool as i called it and then that we had some lunch we had
pre-booked lunch and dinner for the first day with the resort.
So, we had some lunch and everyone needed a rest after that
so we had a short siesta. The children rested in mezzanine
where they were to sleep. I rested on a sofa. My husband
rested on the bed downstairs. We were all together just I don’t
know probably for 30 minutes slept, spent an hour just resting
in bed.

And then we decided we would go for a walk. And we wanted
to just explore the trails where within the resort. So, we did that.
And it was bit tricky, we quite quickly when you go on to one of
the trails the path become less flat. It’s not very difficult but it’s
at an angle and there are tree roots things and within just a few
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moments Nora fell and she hurt herself quit badly actually. She
was in pain, she fell on her right head and she sustained a very
large bruise from that she was a bit upset. So, after that when
she settled herself I held her hand for the remainder of the
walk. And we didn’t go far we walk for about 30 minutes around
the resort and very slowly because we were quite surprised at
how tricky it was. Even though we were following designated
trails so we wanted to see there is a deer park and we want
the children, the children love seeing animals. Children usually
like that. So, we want to see the deer. They weren’t there, we
couldn’t see them but we went past the deer park. We basically
did a small loop around the resort within the resort.

(Exhibit EI-9 with the hand drawn arrows by Mr. Quoirin
explaining the walk they took around the Resort)
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(The keys to Exhibit EI-9)
And after that Nora was quite fed up actually, she really didn’t
want to do anything else. And but the children wanted, the
other children wanted to go for another swim. So we decided
we would go to the second pool the bottom pool which is
bigger.

We were the only people at the pool apart of the Helen the
owner of the resort who we met for the first time. She was there
with her grandchildren. And there were just finishing their
swim. So quite quickly we had the pool to ourselves.

And that was nice for myself and the children and Nora was
quite tired at this point and didn’t really want to stay in the
water. So I was just helping her, I was pulling her along, like
with my hands in the water, just to help her relax. And so Nora
and I probably spent about 20 minutes in the pool at the
most.And then the other children decided to stay with my
husband and I took Nora back up to the chalet. Because she
had enough, she didn’t want to do any more.
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We, Nora and I noticed that there was a little reflexology circle
beside the Sora House and I love reflexology. So, I was
walking around for little bit on that. And it was quite painful to
the feet and Nora was laughing at that and she didn’t want to
try. She was of course watching me. And we spent a bit short
period of time there.

Then we went inside and Nora and I showered and I took a
while because Nora’s hair was a bit tangled, so spent quit bit
of time just getting Nora organized for the evening really.

The others came back, they got the showers. And then we had
ordered a barbeque for the evening and so Sebastian looking
after that and getting it ready and I was playing basic games.
A little basic card games with the children on the balcony.

Again it was very aware I remember being so very aware
of Nora’s tiredness level. She just kept saying she really want
to join in and but Nora were always on my team. We were
always on team. So, she was happy to let me play on her
behalf and she sat by my side. We probably spent maybe up
to an hour doing that and then we ate meal together. And we
talked just about you know how excited we were to be on
holiday but we hadn’t at this stage we hadn’t told the children
anything about the rest of the trip and we didn’t talk about what
we going to do. We were just chatting and then they were so
exhausted, they decided they wanted to go to bed
immediately.
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And I was quite relieved because Sebastian and I also wanted
to go to bed immediately. So we brought them, I brought them
up to the mezzanine. They said good night to their dad. I
remember trying to persuade three of them put on pajamas
and it was incredibly hot that first night and they all
refused completely to wear any clothing. So they all slept
in just their underwear which is unusual. Normally they wore
pajamas but it was so hot. They weren’t used to that, the heat.
And so they all just had underwear on, and as normal I tucked
them up individually one at a time in bed and kissed and
cuddled them all. And turned out the light and went back
downstairs. And I honestly I think they fell asleep within
seconds of that. There was not a single noise from the
children from that point onward. I think they closed their
eyes and went straight to sleep. [Emphasis added]

(per Mrs. Quoirin)

88. At down stairs, Mrs. Quoirin noticed a casement window with a
missing/broken latch in the living area. At this material time, Mr.
Sebastian had already gone into the master bedroom to sleep. Mrs.
Quoirin pulled the respective window in to close it as close as she
could. And then she joined Mr. Quoirin to sleep.

And I thought I should close them just as you you know standard
reflex I suppose for closing up for the night. And I at that point
noticed that I couldn’t, there was no latch on the window so I
couldn’t close it easily. And I had to use my fingernails to sort of
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to grab on to the ledge the outer casing of the window to pull
each window shut.
(per Mrs. Quoirin)

89. It was Mrs. Quoirin who switched off all the lights and shut the
wooden sliding door.

90. They all slept with the lights off.
4th August 2019 -Nora Anne’s Whereabout
91. The next day, on the 4th August 2019 Mr. Quoirin woke up at 7 a.m.
At about 8 a.m. he went to the mezzanine/loft to wake up the children,
but noticed that Nora Anne was not in her bed.

92. He alarmed his wife on the missing Nora Anne. And both started
searching for her outside the Sora House. They were later joined by
the staffs of the Resort and some other tourists but yielded no result
still.

93. Mrs. Quoirin only noticed that the window with broken latch was open
when she got back to the Sora House.
[I] knew that looking at the window someone had open that
window. I knew I wasn’t us and also knew that it was physically
and cognitively absolutely impossible that Nora would even
notice the window let alone climb out it. So I was immediately
panic by the window.
(per Mrs. Quoirin)
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Exhibit EI-2(5)

Exhibit EI-2(6)
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Exhibit EI-2(7)

94. The police report was only made at about 11.08 a.m. and it was done
by Haanim binti Ahmed Bamadhaj, SI-2, the owner of the Resort.
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95. In the meantime, the family was still searching for Nora Anne within
the parameter of the Resort. Mr Quoirin also ventured outside the
Resort through the back gate.

96. After about two hours, Mr. Quoirin requested to be driven to the police
station.
97. As said, Nora Anne’s disappearance had sparked an extensive
search thereafter involving various agencies and hundreds of people.
Sniffer dogs and drones had also been deployed in the said
operation.

98. This Court was shown with Exhibit EI-14 consists of several maps
containing information on the searches for Nora Anne.
99. This Court was also explained in great details about the searches,
the difficulties, the surrounding dense jungle, the hilly terrains, and
the challenges.
100. Finally, on 13th August 2019 the 15-year-old Nora Anne’s body was
found by a group of hikers near water stream in a palm oil plantation.
It was about 10 days after she went missing. Kindly refer to Exhibit
EI- 76- page 8 of the Autopsy Report on Nora Anne which confirmed
the body belonged to Nora Anne Quoirin.

101. Now the questions begin.
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When did Nora Anne die?
102. According to Dr Siew Sheue Feng, SI-43 (“Dr Siew”) and Dr. Hanif
Mahmud, SI-42 (“Dr Hanif”) the estimated time of death based on the
postmortem changes is about 2 to 3 days but less than 4 days.

103. Although there was disparity between the entomology report which
states that the deceased was dead at least 4 days prior to the
collection of the larvae from the cadaver, which put the time of death
as the 10th of August 2019, for Dr Siew and Dr Hanif, the difference
was minimal and they would go by their finding because they were
the ones who examined the body, the finding was supported by the
original photos of the deceased taken by the police and Dr Hanif went
to scene to view the body himself on the day she was found.

104. The possible reason of disparity was explained in the following words:

There has been a little difference between our postmortem
estimation and the entomology. Our estimation is two to three
days before the postmortem but less then four day but the
entomology is more then four days on the day of collection of
the specimen. I would think I will go by my postmortem
examination because I have the original photo provided by the
police officer and it shows the body was not up to four days.
Because in tropic country four days should be very bad already
and in addition Dr Hanif went to the scene. I think he also have
the idea the body was not that decomposed. Why there’s a
disparity really don’t know but maybe the sample the body was
stored in the freezer subsequently, you know the body is not
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directly sampled to the IMR, we will store in the freezer for one
day. Some of this change I guess maybe contribute to that
disparity. Because the body if you see at the photo from the
police officer the first one as all the information given it’s not four
day. 4 days in tropic country should be ready black, all maggots
already all over 3 to 5 days in the tropical country in the forest it
should be all over, but the body, it was relatively fresh. In fact,
the parent could identify the body on the day of recovering but
the postmortem the second day already very different. I mean
that’s what we observe. It’s very different the day one they
recover on the 13th, in fact I was told they identify the body but
during our postmortem the body is changed to a different type
maybe there’s some disparity.
(per Dr Siew)

The problem with estimating time of death based on post
mortem examination there’s always limitation because the body
itself changed depending of many factors. For examples the
temperature within the area, and the activity of the deceased
while she was dying for examples. Um we conclude our time of
death solely based on post mortem examination. So that’s why
we took entomology samples to further pin point the time of
death.
….

So initially when I viewed the body at scene, I gave the
estimated time of death is more than 36 hours but later on when
we did the post mortem in better lighting in the post mortem
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room we further concluded that the time of death is within 3 to 4
days. So again the examination is again based on the post
mortem changes. And has been going on on the body with
better lighting.
(per Dr Hanif)

105. In view of the postmortem changes, that is why both the pathologists
arrived at the estimated time of death to be about 2 to 3 days but less
than 4 days prior to the postmortem.

106. When asked whether finding of entomologist is binding on the
pathologists, Dr Siew had this interesting point to note:
It is a supplemental. I mean to help you like if they agree that’s
good but when they do not agree then we have to see I mean
because we have the evidence, the body. And they only received
the maggots from us. They don’t know the actual case how it
looks like because we have the photo everything to back us and
all then we went to the scene but our colleague maybe just get
the sample from us. So, in this case I will take our estimation is
more reliable.

107. However, learned counsel for the family tried to suggest to both the
pathologists as the most likely date(s) of Nora’s passing. For me, the
answers given by the witnesses should be carefully understood in the
context of the question that put to them. Let us see the response of
Dr Siew in this regard:
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Question:
Your colleague this morning said the most likely time of death was
either the 9th or the 10th of August based on his examination. Which
would put it at three or four days?

Answer:
Yes, if you go by touching a three to four days so likely about the 10th
I mean if you have that maybe three to four days that will be the best
time if you estimating on the entomology and forensic would be
touching three to four days is the optima. I mean if you go by 2
analysis thinking of the limitation, 3 to 4 days is the most, I mean
better estimation based on the two methods.

108. I think it is necessary to highlight here that we are not dealing with a
medically attended death. It is about an unwitnessed death in an
abandoned palm oil plantation where the only possible way to know
when did she die is by estimating it.

109. As the term implies, it is my considered opinion that it is fair and safe
to answer the above said question by relying the official finding of the
two pathologists i.e. based on the postmortem changes, is about 2 to
3 days but less than 4 days prior to the postmortem examination.
They were the ones who examine the body, went to the scene, and
understand the details surrounding the body found.
110. Even Dr Nathaniel Roger Blair Cary, SI-41 (“Dr Cary) acknowledged
that based on the post mortem report, it is apparent that there had
been a thorough examination.
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Where did the deceased die?
111. It is clear from the testimonies of the witnesses that Nora Anne’s body
was found in the palm oil plantation in Pantai Hill, Negeri Sembilan.

112. There was no dispute to this fact.

How and After What Manner Nora Anne came by her death?

113. Now, we come to the most important outcome of an inquiry/inquest
i.e. the finding as to how the death occurred or what were the
circumstances of the death.

114. In this case the medical cause of death is not an issue.

115. The cause of death was determined by Dr Siew and Dr Hanif to be:
“Upper Gastrointestinal bleeding due to duodenal ulcers
complicated with perforation”.

116. The UK Forensic Pathologist, Dr Cary said no reason to dispute the
above said autopsy finding.

117. And they all agreed that the said cause of death had developed
because of starvation and tremendous stress.

[a]nd you know just want to know why ulcer was so bad in this girl. I
mean if normally we expect one or two but this is a lot you see the
postmortem photos, there I of ulcers. This is very unusual for us to
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see you know in the normal postmortem. We expect one perforation
common but this is a lot. I think the post mortem photo have a group
of the one we taken the whole sample that it’s not usual so there
must be something more than the normal I mean stress. This is
tremendous stress.
(per Dr Siew)

118. That is about the apparent cause of death.

119. However, the cause of death under section 328 of the Criminal
Procedure Code does not only include the apparent cause of death
as ascertainable by inspection or post-mortem examination of the
body of the deceased.

120. It also includes all matters necessary to enable an opinion to be
formed as to the manner in which the deceased came by his death
and as to whether his death resulted in any way from, or was
accelerated by, any unlawful act or omission on the part of other
person. This will go back to the parameters of the inquiry enunciated
by section 337 of the same Code as I discussed in the earlier
paragraphs.
121. It was the family’s contention that Nora Anne was kidnapped.
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122. This is the map sketched by the investigating officer which is marked
as Exhibit EI-9.

123. Based on the distance between A which is the Sora House and X
which is the location where Nora Anne’s body was found, the family
does not believe that Nora Anne could have wandered off on her own
accord as she had a brain condition that affected her balance and
coordination. They could not understand how she could have got out
the Sora House and ventured out of the resort herself.

124. Hence, the theory of kidnapping remains the view of the family.
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125. When asked by Prof Datuk Dr Gurdial Singh Nijar, learned counsel
for the Resort about the reasons that made them to think would
anyone want to abduct Nora Anne for, this is the answer by Mrs.
Quoirin:
Obviously, that is these are points of speculation but I think the
reasons for kidnapping a child are well documented. It is common
problem in many places around the world. Obviously, you’ve
mentioned one that is well known ransom is one. Obviously, child
trafficking is another reason and there many different routes of
motivation for child child trafficking whether it is sexual abuse or
organ abuse or frankly child enslavement. I think the other thing
is that not all abduction is necessarily pre-meditated or motivated
by criminal activity. I think it is important to consider the theory
that Nora was abducted by someone who perhaps hadn’t
intended to abduct child. That could be because they wanted to
commit another crime such as burglary or if Nora for instance had
got outside if she encountered someone by chance. Um Did they
see it as an opportune moment to abduct someone did they did
someone panic. You know not all crime in fact most crime isn’t
necessarily pre-meditated. I think the final reason that I would
say that I’d be aware of is that I’m aware of cultural practices. In
a number of countries and Malaysia is one of them where
children are abducted for spiritual or cultural practices. And
whereby a vulnerable child would be an in particularly even more
attractive person to abduct. And that is as I say to do with local
ritual, local cultural practice. And I’ve read quite bit about that. I
have to say since you asked me the question. Do I have any
opinion on which of those roots of someone taking Nora whether
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it was deliberate or not whether she was specifically targeted or
not. I couldn’t possibly say that would be total speculation but I
have a number of very precise reasons to believe that my
daughter was kidnapped. How or why I’m not qualified to say.
….
….
But I haven’t finish which is to say that she could have been also
inside and standing on the balcony and the person could have
encountered her there so that’s my full point.

126. Mrs. Quoirin was then asked by Puan Atiqah Sapari, the Assisting
Officer, to reconsider her view about the speculation on abduction.

Puan Atiqah:

Right. Mrs. Quoirin you also mention about some speculation
that she’s abducted for, so they want to steal her organs or
possible trafficking but considering the state of Nora’s body
when she was found, would you consider that such
speculations are unlikely?

Mrs. Quoirin:

No. in all honesty I am in no position to speculate really about
the motivations behind an abduction. That’s not my place to
say. I can only comment like any other human you know
operating in the modern world why abductions happen. I have
no particular opinion on the motivation specifically for Nora.
Um What I would say is that it is uh possible, reasonable to
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expect that um any plan that could have been conceived at any
point might have had to change by virtue of the sheer volume
of intention placed on Nora’s case. The hundreds of police
attached to it. The emphasis that Nora was a child with
difficulties that was then being reported in the press and so I
do believe that Nora could have then subsequently been
released by captors who would have understood at that point
that was going to be either impossible to move with Nora. And
or that she was a vulnerable child therefore not necessarily
quite what they’d anticipated. I think that’s an important
consideration possibly. And I think the other think that I would
say about that is that for me we were obviously given Nora’s
post-mortem report. I know the court hasn’t heard that
evidence yet but I’m fully aware of the condition in which Nora’s
body was found. And there were scratching’s and marking’ on
Nora’s body of course. But we’ve asked a lot of people and the
time I myself considered that none of those markings could be
conducive to a child walking continuously in the jungle
barefooted, naked and one of the reasons we’ve heard from
the police repeatedly that they couldn’t find Nora now that we
know that the area where she was found was searched
repeatedly and by really great experts. Was that she was
constantly on the move. To be constantly on the move, you
need to be able to move quickly. Nora always moved very
slowly I must say, but also quite naturally you would have a lot
of damage to your body. Because of the terrain. And relatively
speaking in context she did not and I am quite shocked by that
because as we said it was extremely steep, extremely rocky,
extremely difficult to navigate across branches. Across dense
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jungle and so on you know why does the state of her body not
reflect that of someone who was constantly moving and
constantly exposed to the harshest elements. So, I think that
is an area of concern for me.

127. In view of the above and having considered other evidence before
this Court, it was submitted on behalf of the family that the
circumstances around Nora Anne’s death are still unclear.

128. According to learned counsel, there are a number of unanswered
questions that remain and it is impossible to determine with any
certainty how her death came about. [Emphasis added]
129. The following is my summary on the reasons of the above said
position taken by learned counsel for the family:
(a) there are many aspects to this case which indicate the
involvement of a third party in Nora Anne’s death.

(b) there are equal possibilities between the theories of abduction
and Nora Anne’s own willingness to wander out of the Resort
when there was no significant witness evidence that could
confirm any of the aforesaid and there were no sightings of Nora
Anne. The evidence of the only potentially significant witness,
Muhammad Firdaus bin Kamarudin, SI-29 is not reliable.
(c) In view of Nora Anne’s physical capabilities, if she was moving
in the jungle, she would do so very slowly. The search area was
small and the number of people involved was large and many of
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them were highly trained. If Nora Anne was in the jungle for the
entire time that she was missing, it is reasonable to suppose that
she would have been found. But it was not the case. The
possibility is she was not in that vicinity in the days leading up to
her death. A real possibility is that Nora Anne was not found
during the search, as she did not come to that point herself,
but was placed there by a third party.

(d) The suggestion that Nora Anne left the Sora House through the
open window with broken latch has no merit because:

(i)

Nora Anne’s finger prints were not found in the open
window. An obvious explanation is that they were not there
because she did not open the window.

(ii)

She would not have been physically able to open the
window herself.

(iii)

Nora Anne’s problems with balance and co-ordination
would also have made it very difficult for her to climb out of
the window alone.

(iv)

Nora Anne was not a curious or an adventurous child. She
was not confident to explore the world without the safety
and security of a familiar adult.

(v)

Hence, the only possible proposition is that the window
was opened by a third party from the outside.
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(vi)

The window was closed when the family went to bed and
was open the following morning.

(vii) There were four prints which were incomplete and
incapable of comparison. There were four further prints
which were capable of comparison, but there was no
match from the police database, or from the witnesses in
the case whose fingerprints were taken. This means that
the police were not able to use this evidence to identify a
suspect. It also means that someone who is unidentified
had touched the window from the outside. This clearly
leaves open the possibility that the owner of the
fingerprints

was

involved

in

Nora

Anne’s

disappearance. The location of the prints is in itself
suspicious, as there is no clear reason why anyone would
need to touch the window from the outside. All of this
leaves open the very real possibility that a third party was
involved in Nora Anne’s disappearance.

(e) The proposition that Nora Anne may have left the Sora House
by way of the front door is not convincing because all of the
evidence about her character, combined with all of the evidence
about the locked front gate, the back gate with its fence posts,
the difficult terrain, the broken fences and thick bushy area with
a steep slope makes it impossible to imagine that she would
have willingly kept moving further.
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(f)

The other side of this proposition is that for an able-bodied
person it would not be difficult for them to enter the Dusun resort.
The back gate was insecure. There were gaps in the fencing that
for someone able bodied and wearing shoes would be capable
of navigating without difficulty. The Dusun was not well
guarded or monitored.

(g) There were no relevant findings in respect of forensic
evidence from the Sora House. It is submitted that this is not
determinative of the issue of whether a third party was involved
in Nora Anne’s disappearance.
(h) There were marks to Nora Anne’s feet that were consistent
with her having been on the move through the jungle at some
point. However, the UK Pathologist, Dr Cary, confirmed that
there is no way to tell whether the marks would be consistent
with moving through the jungle for a day, a few days, or a
week. Dr Siew confirmed that although there were marks on
Nora Anne’s feet, it was not possible to say over what period of
time they were incurred.

(i)

In this case the fact that there were no marks is not conclusive
of whether a sexual assault may have taken place.

(j)

There is no evidence of a violent sexual assault. However, all
pathologists were consistent in stating that there was no way that
they could discount the possibility that Nora Anne had been the
victim of a sexual assault at some time in the days between her
going missing and her death.
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(k) When Nora Anne went missing, she was wearing underwear.
When she was found she was completely naked. A search was
made for her underwear and nothing was found. This is a further
aspect of the case which remains unexplained, and which may
lend support to the proposition that a sexual assault took place.

(l)

The chances of recovering significant forensic evidence
from Nora Anne is limited by a number of factors. The first
factor is the passage of time. Nora Anne was missing for 10
days. If she was assaulted on day 1 there would be very little
possibility of finding DNA evidence of that 10 days later. When
Nora Anne was found she was unclothed. DNA evidence in the
form of saliva, semen, or hair of a third party would quickly be
lost in these circumstances. The passage of time alone would
mean that through contact with other objects and surfaces DNA
would likely be lost. If it rained, or if Nora Anne came into contact
with water, this possibility would be further reduced.

(m) In addition, when Nora Anne’s body was found, it was found in a
stream. Her hands and feet were submerged in water. The
evidence of the pathologists was that there were washer
woman’s signs on both feet and hands, indicating that her feet
and hands had been submerged in water. The witnesses who
found Nora Anne, and the photographs of her body, also show
that other parts of her body were submerged in the water. Any
possibility of finding DNA evidence from saliva, semen, or hair of
a third party would be hugely compromised by these
circumstances.
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(n) One possible theory is that Nora Anne was led away from the
Sora House by the intervention of a third party. She could easily
have been assaulted in the first few days that she went missing.
If she was then released into the jungle any DNA evidence would
be likely to be lost. Nora Anne’s body was left for several days
open to the elements and immersed in a stream. It is highly
unlikely in such circumstances that DNA evidence would be
found under her nails as they were immersed in water. Similarly,
it is unlikely that an examination would find any evidence of
semen or other bodily fluids, hair or fibre transfer. All of this
evidence would be lost as a result of the conditions.
130. Since the circumstances around Nora Anne’s death are still unclear
because of the above said unanswered questions, this Court has
been invited by learned counsel for the family to return an open
verdict on Nora Anne’s death.

131. That strikes me to two (2) big questions here:

(a) What does open verdict mean?

(b) Am I obliged to answer all the unanswered questions raised by
the family failing which I must return to an open verdict?
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What does Open Verdict mean?

132. This is what was said by Mohamad Ariff Yusof JCA (as he then was)
about “open verdict” in Teoh Meng Kee v PP [2014] 7 CLJ 1034:
To return an “open verdict” is not a sign of failure; it is a verdict in its
own right. We have been referred to a very useful text by Christopher
Dorries; Coroners’ Courts-A Guide to Law and Practice (2nd edn.),
which deserves quotation for its concise statement of the principles:

An open verdict is a decision by the coroner or jury that the
evidence ‘does not fully or further disclose the means
whereby the cause of death arose’. It is a verdict in its own
right, indicating that the evidence is insufficient to satisfy
any other conclusions. This may arise because, despite the
best efforts of an investigation, it is impossible to determine
whether a death was intended a suicide or came about by
accident. In other cases there may be a suspicion that
foul play is involved but no proof to the required
level…(at p.272 of the text)
[Emphasis added]

133. Meaning that, it is not an automatic or direct verdict. This Court must
see whether firstly there are proved facts, secondly the proved facts
are enough on the balance of probabilities to satisfy other
conclusion(s) (misadventure, natural death, homicide or suicide).
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134. It is only when there is insufficient evidence to bring in any of the other
verdicts, then open verdict must be adverted to. This was
emphasized by Suriyadi Halim Omar J (as he then was) in Public
Prosecutor v Shanmugam [2002] 1 LNS 160; [2002] 6 MLJ 562 in
these words:
At the conclusion of an inquiry the learned Magistrate may
deliver the finding of death by misadventure (caused by e.g.
accident, struck by lightning, drowning, suicide, or death cause
by person or persons unknown as a result of lawful or unlawful
intentional

and

or

unintentional

act

culminating

in

unforeseeable death), death caused by act of God, death
caused by natural causes and open verdicts. As for the latter
verdict, where there is insufficient evidence to bring in any
verdicts, then open verdict must be adverted to.

135. And we can see how the above said flow was adopted by Mah Weng
Kwai JCA (as he then was) in the same case of Teoh Meng Kee v
PP, supra. His Lordship (as he then was) firstly considered a verdict
of misadventure but then ruled it out simply because there was no
evidence whatsoever to suggest that Teoh Beng Hock had accidently
fallen out of the window on the 14th floor of the MACC Office. Then,
His Lordship (as he then was) went on to consider the verdict of
suicide. But the verdict was later discounted too because there was
no evidence to show that the deceased would have been driven into
a state of mind to want to kill himself to end everything. Finally, the
verdict was one of death caused by person or persons unknown was
returned. And this was made based on the proved facts before the
court.
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136. In R v Huntbash, ex parte Lockley [1944] KB 606 Viscount
Caldecote CJ (as he then was) said:

Objection is taken to the finding of the coroner on the ground that
there was no evidence to support it, and that is the only point in
this case. There is no aspersion on or criticism of the coroner’s
action, except the criticism to which everyone who sits in a Court
of Justice is exposed, namely that a mistake has been made. It
is clear that the coroner sought to discharge his duties with
diligence and care, and in accordance with the law.
…I am driven to the conclusion that there was nothing in that
evidence on which it could properly be said that there was any
evidence of suicide. I am satisfied that, if the coroner had been
sitting with a jury and had given a proper direction to them, he
would have told them: ‘Whatever you may guess at, there is no
basis of proved fact on which you can return any verdict other
than an open verdict. ‘Section 3 of the Coroners Act, 1887, limits
the dunes of a jury to acting on evidence which establishes facts
and not merely gives rise to surmises. Sub-section (3) of s.4 is in
these terms: ‘After viewing the body and hearing the evidence
the jury shall give their verdict and certify it by an inquisition in
writing, setting forth, so far as such particulars have been proved
to them, who the deceased was, and how, when, and where the
deceased came by his death.’ The words ‘so far as such
particulars have been proved to them’ seem to emphasize the
duty of the jury or of the coroner to confine themselves or
himself to finding such particulars as have been proved by
evidence. Here the coroner appears to have been attracted by
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the theory, which remainder only a theory to the end of the
inquest ‘that Lockley had deliberately made up his mind to
escape for ever from grievances under which he was suffering.
Passages in his affidavit illustrate how much he was basing his
verdict on guesswork instead of on particulars which had been
proved in evidence. The conclusions stated in those passages
are nothing more than the expression of a theory which is
attractive in its probability. It is probability, however, which
determines verdicts, but proved facts, and, if facts which
justify a specific verdict are not proved at an inquest, there
is no alternative but to return an open verdict.

We have been referred to Southhall v. Cheshire Country News
Co. Ltd. 5 BWCC 251, a workmen’s compensation case. An
arbitration had been held by the county Court Judge as the result
of the death of a workman who was said to have committed
suicide after an injury which it was admitted that he had received.
The county Court Judge found that the death resulted from the
accident which caused the suicidal tendency and awarded the
dependents a sum of money. The Court of Appeal held that there
was no evidence to justify the finding of the Judge. Cozens-Hardy
MR said: ‘Suicide is never to be presumed. In the next place there
is no evidence of suicidal tendency. The man’s son says he never
threatened suicide. There is no one who says he anticipated
suicide. Strange to say there is the report of the doctor made on
the very day before the accident. He did not think there was any
suicidal tendency. The Judge seems to have thought it was more
likely that the man committed suicide than anything else. The
Judge is not entitled to act upon a surmise of that nature. ‘Then
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the Master of the Rolls cites Richard Evans & Co. Ltd v Astley
[1911] AC 674 at 679. Where Lord Atkinson said: ‘One not
frequently finds, in cases under this Act, surmises more or less
shrewd of this arbitrator or Judge, or conjecture’s more or less
plausible, described as inferences of fact, although there are no
data whatever from which the so-called data inferences can
reasonably be drawn. ‘The Master of the rolls goes on to say: ‘In
the present case there is no evidence to support the finding of
suicide. ‘That was not a case of an inquest by a coroner, but the
law as stated by the Master of the rolls and the other members
of the Court of Appeal would seem to apply to the circumstances
of the present case. As a coroner is bound by evidence and can
find only facts which are proved in evidence and are not the result
of mere guesswork, I think that here the coroner was betrayed
into a mistake in the verdict at which he arrived.
…The coroner will confine himself to establishing facts so far as
he can by evidence and then give a verdict which is supported
by the facts which have been proved.
[Emphasis added]

137. In Re Rumie Mahlie, Deceased [2007] 10 CLJ 697 an open verdict
was delivered by the learned magistrate. This is the verdict:
I am therefore of the opinion that the deceased's death occurred
between 10.50 - 10.59 am on the 17/9/2004. It occurred on the
ground floor of the STA building. The deceased died due to
multiple injuries within his body which affect his main internal
organs secondary from fall from height. With regard to the
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manner in which the deceased came to his death, the court
cannot determine based on the depositions before it whether
his death resulted in any way from, or was accelerated by any
unlawful act or omission on the part of any person.

Aggrieved, the family made an application for revision. The family
wanted the court to change the above said findings to reflect that the
deceased did not commit suicide and did not fall from the 9th floor.
The High Court confirmed the open verdict. Again, the decision was
made on the proved facts before the court.
138. I think I should highlight here.

139. Every inquiry into death or inquest as the term commonly used is
different. Because every death investigation is different.
140. Although some of the reasons relied by the learned Magistrate in Re
Rumie Mahlie, Deceased’s case to discount the proposition that the
deceased fell from the window of the operations room of level 9 of the
STA Building were reproduced by the High Court as follows:

1. The fact that the window in the operation room was open is
not conclusive evidence that shows that he jumps from there.

2. The finding of the shoe mark in that room also cannot be said
to have indicated that the deceased went into the room and
jump through its window. This is because the shoe mark was
never sent to the chemist department for testing nor was it ever
compared by the I/O to the shoe of the deceased.
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3. No finger print was taken by the police on the alleged window
where the deceased was alleged to have fallen which is vital to
determine whether the deceased fell from that window.

4. No witness testified in the course of this inquest that they did
see the deceased went into the operation room during that
particular time.

5. The fact that the room was messy is not a strong conclusion
that the deceased went in,

this Court could not simply apply the same finding into this instant
inquiry. The reason simply because every case differs depending
on individual circumstances.
141. What the case of Re Rumie Mahlie, Deceased’s emphasizes is the
important duty of a Magistrate or Coroner to make a definite finding
based on the proved facts produced and not on mere conjectures.

Am I obliged to answer all the unanswered questions raised by the
family failing which I must return to an open verdict?

142. I now turn to the second issue: Am I obliged to answer all the
unanswered questions raised by the family failing which I must return
to an open verdict?

143. The answer is negative.
144. Not all of questions put by the family may be answered.
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145. The essential part in the determination of a verdict is the proved facts
that justify a specific verdict.
146. I should not to have confused between two things, namely, the filling
up of gaps in evidence and the drawing of necessary and proper
inferences from facts when proved and ascertained.

What facts proven in this Court which justify a specific verdict?

147. Having the above said in mind, I will now proceed to consider each
of four verdicts in turn.

Natural Death

148. Natural death should be given its ordinary meaning.

149. Everything that happens, happens in the order of nature and is
therefore natural (per Lord Sumner in Weld-Blundell v Stephens
[1920] AC 956). Whether or not a death is natural, reference should
be made ultimately to the cause of death.

150. Here, the cause of death as affirmed by Dr Siew and Dr Hanif is upper
gastrointestinal bleeding due to duodenal ulcer complications with
perforation.

151. Except the issue of mental and physical disabilities, there was no
evidence or proved facts to suggest that Nora Anne had suffered any
gastrointestinal disorders prior to the event.
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152. Hence, this verdict can be ruled out in the absence of proved fact to
such effect.

Suicide
153. Suicide is the deliberate taking of one’s life.

154. In the present case, there is no evidence to support the finding of
suicide. Neither evidence of suicidal tendency on the part of Nora
Anne and there is no one who says that she anticipated suicide.

155. Nora Anne was autonomous and always with somebody who was
known to her.
156. The verdict can be completely ruled out.

Homicide

157. The next question is whether the available evidence allows that Nora
Anne died as a result of homicide?

158. Generally, homicide is killing by whatever means of one human being
by another.

159. Here, based on the theory put by the family, we might be dealing with
a crime which is not pre-meditated. Amongst the suggestions put by
Mrs. Quoirin are these:
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(a) she was abducted by someone who perhaps had not intended to
abduct child. Nora Anne might get outside and she was
encountered by someone by chance who then decided to take her
away. She could have been also inside and standing on the
balcony and the person could have encountered her there.

(b) Nora Anne was abducted for spiritual or cultural practices because
she was a vulnerable child who would be an in particularly even
more attractive person to abduct.
(c) So, because of the attention placed on Nora Anne’s case and they
just came to know that she was a vulnerable child, the perpetrator
had decided to release her in the jungle which then led to her
death.

160. It was also submitted on behalf of the family that the fact Nora Anne’s
underwear was not found and its whereabout was unexplained, this
may lend support to the proposition that a sexual assault took place
before she was left in the jungle.

161. With due respect, I find the above said conclusions/suggestion are
nothing more than probable theory.

162. As I said earlier, in this inquiry, it is not probability that determines
verdicts but proved facts.
163. Having considered all of the above I will also rule out the verdict of
homicide for the following reasons:
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(a) there is no evidence on any suspicious circumstances which can
lead to homicide prior the arrival of the family to Malaysia. Even
Nora Anne went to the airplane toilet by herself as according to
Mr. Quoirin, there was nothing suspicious.

(b) there is also no evidence on any suspicious circumstances when
the family arrived at the KLIA. There was a moment where Nora
Anne and her siblings were left by their father at the arrival hall
and they were approached by a man who was then talking to
Innes. The police had obtained the CCTV footage from KLIA on
that incident as shown in Exhibit EI-9. Upon investigation, it was
confirmed by ASP Chong Mee Chyi, SI-4 (“ASP Chong”) that the
man and his lady partner were free from any criminal element. I
reproduce herein the relevant testimony of SI-4 to that regard:

Ok, stop kejap. Ini adalah ayah dia, ni tiga adik beradik.
So, boleh play. Ayah dia meninggalkan. Ini adalah orang
hilang, adik dia. Seterusnya orang hilang duduk sekali.
Saya nak menekankan sikit dalam video ni. Boleh tak
berhenti sekejap? Dalam folder ni kita akan nampak
pasangan ini, lelaki perempuan. Nanti saya akan, kalau
diizinkan, saya akan skip ke satu waktu yang ini, sebab
dalam waktu itu, saya tengok video ini, ada nampak
lelaki ini dia ada bersembang dengan 3 adik-beradik ini.
Pendapat saya dia bersembanglah kerana gaya dia tu.
Memandang ke arah sana dan adik perempuan
memandang ke arah dia. So, lepas itu, baru diikuti
dengan ayah dia datang, mak dia datang. Saya Cuma
nak jelaskan adalah video seterusnya video 4 nanti, saya
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akan angel untuk dua ini sahaja setelah orang ini dah
pergi. Kerana saya nak tahu adakah diaorang ikut Nora
Anne family atau stay di sana sahaja.
….
…
Boleh tak kita pergi ke last sekali dikatakan driver sampai
untuk menyambut. 10.56 waktu dia. Ini adalah driver dia,
yang, Ismail. Ini ayah dia. Ini maksudnya driver sampai
dulu sebelum mak dia. Ini mak dia. Orang hilang berdiri
sebab mak dah sampai. Kemudian dia bagi peluk. Dan
the couples still there. Ini adalah Ismail. Ini ayah dia, adik
perempuan, adik lelaki, mak dengan Nora. And the
couples are still here dan mereka dah beredar. Waktu
beredar adalah jam lebih kurang 10.57 dan mereka tak
pandang ke belakang. Itu adalah waktu beredar Nora
Anne Family, 10.57 dari Arrival Hall.
…
Izinkan kita pergi ke folder ke 4.
…..
Start from the 10.57. Tadi yang folder ketiga, dia beredar
adalah 10.57. Ini saya bersambung. I just want to
mention about the couple is declared free from any
criminal. Dia ke depan untuk menyambut keluarga dia.
Selepas keluarga Nora Family beredar. Waktu ini adalah
10.57.

So dalam video ini, masa dia menunggu di sini lebih
kurang setengah jam ada? (Saksi bertanya kepada
Amirul (pegawai IT mahkamah yang mengawal video)
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untuk check masa di rakaman). Ini video menunjukkan
bahawa sepanjang tempoh ini setelah Nora Family dah
beredar dari Arrival Hall, maksudnya couple ini tiada
sebarang yang mencurigakan. Memang purposely
waiting for the family. So dia tiada pun nak ikut.

Saya nak tambah sikit. Setelah saya dapat CCTV ini,
saya ada berjumpa dengan Innes, adik perempuan yang
berumur 12 tahun. Saya ada tanya dia, semasa di Arrival
Hall ni, ada tak bercakap dengan sesiapa? Dan Innes
bagi tahu saya, ya ada. Dia mengesahkan memang
insiden ini. Innes cakap dia cakap, orang itu, lelaki hanya
said “hi” and tanya Innes came from where. Itu saja. 2
soalan. Tak tanya benda yang lebih. Itu adalah
keterangan daripada Innes. Itu saya nak make sure to
declare them from any criminal element.

(c) The investigation conducted which includes photo documentation
of the scene and body, interview the family and other persons who
were relevant to the incident, search the scene for fingerprints,
DNA, and trace evidence, examination on the body at the scene
for the presence of any trace evidence, forensic autopsy,
toxicological analysis, however, developed no lead to any theory
of homicide. The evidence of Muhammad Firdaus bin Kamarudin,
SI-29 is of no assistance in determining the possibility of Nora
Anne’s existence bathing in the river. He could not see the face of
the said girl and he testified that it was a common occurrence in
that area.
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BA :

Dan tadi Encik Firdaus ada kata kawasan tu
memang ada biasa untuk orang yang menyewa
resort untuk mandi disana?

J

:

BA :

Ya.

Jadi saya nak tanya kalaulah Encik Firdaus
ingatkan selalu pernah tengok adakah dia orang
tempatan ataupun orang putih atau orang berkulit
lainlah selain yang kita biasa nampak?

J

:

BA :
J

:

BA :

Ya ada.

Yang mana satu? Orang tempatan? Orang luar?
Biasanya orang putih.

Memang orang putih yang waktu dia mandi tu
selalunya pukul berapa kalau yang Encik Firdaus
pernah nampak? Waktu time petang, time siang
pagi?

J

:

Dia tak tentu kadang-kadang. Ada petang ada
pagi.

BA :
K

:

Ok, itu sahaja puan tak ada soalan lain.
Ok, ada tambahan. Kalau waktu petanglah
maknanya orang putih mandi disitu. Kalau waktu
petang tu selalunya Encik Firdaus nampak pukul
berapa tu selalunya?

J

:

Anggaran macam yang saya nampak time tulah
puan.
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K

:

Maknanya dalam pukul 7.20, 7.00 ke atas tu
masih biasa jadi satu kebiasaan orang mandi
disitu. Dan kebanyakan orang putih.

J

:

Ya.

K

:

Jadi macam pengalaman Encik Firdauslah
tengok orang yang berkulit putih saya tak kata
orang putihlah, orang berkulit putih mandi disitu.
Banyak kali ke insiden yang tidak berpakaian?

J

:

Banyak kali tu tak adalah, tapi kadang-kadang
ada.

K

:

Kadang-kadang adalah, dan 4hb tu adalah yang
kadang-kadang itulah?

J

:

Ya.

(d) There was no ransom request.
(e) The email sent to a Lucie Blackman Trust, a charity and support
group for Nora Anne via an email account was found to be a scam.
The email was sent on the same date a reward was offered by the
family for information leading to the return of Nora Anne (see
Exhibit(s) EI-54 and EI-55).

(f) The DNA and physical evidence show that Nora Anne was not the
victim of sexual offences.
(g) There was no sign of intruder who entered the Dusun or the Sora
House. Nur Asmaq Lukman, SI-39, the manager of the Resort
said that there was a total of 13 families had stayed in the Sora
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House between July 5 and August 2, 2019 i.e. before the Quoirin’s
family arrived. It was a safe place to stay in. Helen Marion Todd,
SI-38 who is the founder of the Resort said she and her husband
lived in the property for over 30 years with their family and it has
always been a safe place.
I live in very open house as you can see behind me. And
anybody can actually climb up onto the deck if they were fit.
But nobody ever has. We have never had a burglary and we
never had intruder in any of the houses.
…
…
we’ve always had a very good relationship with the Orang
Asli, the villagers here have made us very safe.
(per Helen)

164. It is essential to emphasize again and again in view of the issues
raised by the family with regards the unanswered questions that this
inquiry is not to be regarded as litigation. It is not. It is not criminal
proceeding neither it is civil proceeding. It is merely a fact-finding
exercise. It is not simply filling up of gaps in evidence especially in
this case the incident took place in a resort surrounded by dense
jungle. So too the location where Nora Anne was found.

165. As I said earlier, in this inquiry, it is not probability that determines
verdicts but proved facts.
166. The proved facts showed that there was no element of homicide
whether it is intentional or unintentional.
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Misadventure
167. Finally, it’s about the verdict of misadventure.

168. I must remind myself that if the evidence or proved fact is not
available and the verdict of misadventure is not possible, I must return
to an open verdict.
169. The ordinary meaning of “misadventure” is no difference to
“accident”. See R v Portsmouth City Coroner; ex parte Anderson
[1987] 1 WLR 1640.

170. The examples of misadventure given by Suriyadi Halim Omar J (as
he then was) in PP v Shanmugam & 5 Others, supra are accident,
struck by lightning, drowning, suicide, or death caused by person or
persons unknown as a result of lawful or unlawful intentional and or
unintentional act culminating in unforeseeable death.
171. The question now is: Whether Nora Anne died by misadventure?

172. For that purpose, I have drawn a diagram showing the sequence of
some events that I think could help me in the determination on the
above said question.
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2nd August 2019

• Mr. Quoirin and the three (3)

(6 a.m. – 7 a.m.)

children left from London to
Malaysia
• Nora Anne and her siblings
were not very well rested and
had sleeping problem in the
flight.
• Mr. Quoirin did not sleep at
all.
• No suspicious person neither
circumstances on the plane.
• Nora Anne could go to the
toilet by herself.
• Nora Anne suffered from
night

time

bed

wetting

(nocturnal enuresis). It was
not

constant

but

it

was

regular. And the week before

19 hours from
London to Abu
Dhabi to Malaysia

the travel to Malaysia she had
in fact a lot of enuresis
challenges to deal with.
3rd August 2019

• Nora Anne and her siblings

(10 a.m.)

were not very well rested and

Mr. Quoirin and

had sleeping problem in the

the three (3)
arrived at KLIA

flight.
• Waited for Mrs. Quoirin to 19
arrive from Singapore.

hours

London

to

from
Abu

• Mr. Quoirin left Nora Anne Dhabi to Malaysia
and her siblings for a moment
and they were approached by
a couple. The man was
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talking to Innes asking “from
where?”
• ACP Chong confirmed that
the couple was free from
criminal element.
• The family was picked up by
En. Ismail, a driver arranged The journey was
by the Dusun.
about 45 minutes.
Nora
3rd

August 2019

•

(afternoon
around 1 p.m.)

and

•

The weather was hot.

excited

•

Haanim, owner of the Dusun,
EI-2

met

Maurice,

Nora

Anne’s younger brother.
The

Quoirin

family

was

entertained by Asmaq binti
Loqman,

SI-39 and they

were escorted to the Sora
House.
•

Mrs. Quoirin asked Asmaq
about 6 hours jungle tracking
where all the family would
join.

•

No suspicious circumstances
were told to the court.

•

All family members walked
normal

as

observed

by

Asmaq who at that time did
know which one was Nora
Anne.
•

was

The Quoirin family arrived at awake on the road
The Dusun.

•

Anne

The description of the path
leading to the Sora House
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she

was

was explained by Haanim,
SI-2 in these words:

Dari parking ada satu jalan cerun ke atas sikit. Ada satu akar pokok
rain tree yang besar. Nak kena langkah, kat situ ada tangga, lepas tu
ada reception. Di situ ada tangga turun ke patio tempat kami makan,
selepas tu masuk ke sebelah kiri, lalu sebelah pool dan terus kat
depan tu sebelah play ground rumah Sora.
…
kesemua tempat kawasan kami memang kalau orang yang sakit lutut
atau susah nak berjalan memang susah.

(per Haanim, SI-2)
3rd August 2019

•

(afternoon)

The Quoirin family’s activities
(swimming, lunch, napping,
Dusun Walk, swimming)

•

The family all jet -

No suspicious circumstances lagged and tired for
were told to the court.

a long journey and
had a little bit less

3rd August 2019

•

Showered

(evening)

•

Playing cards

•

Barbeque

•

No suspicious circumstances progressed, Nora
Anne had shown
were informed to the court

•

level
According to Mrs. Quoirin, her
they only used the bathroom tiredness

energy.

As

in the master bedroom.
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the

increased

day

of

The only
bathroom used

Exhibit EI-58(d)
•

Exhibit EI-58(f)

None of them used the spare
toilet

before

staircase

on

the
the

because it smell bad.
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spiral
right

3rd August 2019

•

(until 10 p.m.)

Mrs. Quoirin put Nora Anne
and other children to sleep up
stair in the mezzanine.

•

According to Mrs. Quoirin, The weather was
Nora Anne had no difficulty to very hot
climb that spiral staircase to
the mezzanine.

Prof. Dato’ Dr Gurdial Singh Nijar:
The spiral staircase if you come down this way Nora had no difficulty
unassisted to climb that staircase. She didn’t have to be carried up am
I right?
Mrs. Quoirin:
No. no she could climb up and down stairs like everyone she would
have used the pond rail to get up and down the staircase. She could
do that herself.
•

The children refused to wear
any clothing. They all slept in The weather was
just their underwear because incredibly hot. Mrs,
it was so hot.

•

said

the

Nora slept on the double children were not
mattress with Innes.

•

Quoirin

No suspicious circumstances
were informed to the court.
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used to that heat.

[a]s normal I tucked them up individually one at a time in bed and kissed
and cuddled them all. And turned out the light and went back downstairs.
And I honestly I think they fell asleep within seconds of that. There
was not a single noise from the children from that point onward. I
think they closed their eyes and went straight to sleep.
per Mrs. Quoirin
3rd August 2019

•

(10 p.m.)

Mrs. Quoirin settled with the
children.

•

Mrs. Quoirin realized one of Remember

the

the window with broken latch open concept of the
•

Mrs. Quoirin shut all the Sora
window and the front door.

•

No

other

circumstances.
•

House.

Its

location in a forest.

suspicious There are no doors,
windows or even

They all slept with the lights blinds separating
the living room
off.
from the balcony
and

the

grounds

beyond

According to Innes,
that was the first
jungle
for

her

siblings.
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experience
and

the

3rd August 2019

•

Mr. Quoirin woke up after 3 to

(night/midnight/

4 hours heavy sleep because

after midnight)

of the outside noises which
came from the chalet where
they seemed to be having a
party.
•

Later in the night, Mr. Quoirin
did hear some muffle noise
but was unable to describe it
because he was in a state of
semi-conscious and asleep.
The sound was close.

•

Mrs. Quoirin heard voices
from

people

who

were

essentially on their way back
to their chalet.
•

Mrs.

Quoirin

also

heard

muffled sound in the house
but she was not fully awake.
These sounds were I’m sorry if I said muffled before. I don’t remember
I don’t think I would describe those as muffled not in a same way. The
sound I heard inside were really quite and discreet the sound outside
were clearly people’s voices talking at a normal pitch.
(per Mrs. Quoirin)
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4th August 2019

• Mr. and Mrs. Quoirin woke up

(8 a.m.)

in the morning and they though
that they should go and awake
Nora

because

they

were

worried about her wetting on
bed.
It was about 8 hours
• Mr. Quoirin found Nora Anne from midnight if the
family

was not in her bed.

wanted

to

relate the missing of
• Mr.

Quoirin

alarmed

Mrs. Nora Anne to the

Quoirin on the missing Nora.

muffled sound in the
Sora House.

• Mr. and Mrs. Quoirin were
asking Innes about Nora Anne.
And they were informed that
she had gone down to the toilet
earlier and noticed that Nora
was not in her bed but did not
think it would be worth pointing
this out to us because Nora
was probably just in our room
with us.

And eventually around 7.30 I was aware that Sebastian was awake also
and we had we start to talking, talking the fact that we should go and
awake Nora because we were worried about her wetting on bed and was
that point said went to the mezzanine and discover that she was missing.
(per Mrs. Quoirin)

[s]he gone to the bathroom that stage and when she got back she
realized Nora wasn’t in their bed. And I asked her why she didn’t come
and tell us and she said she thought Nora was probably just in our room
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with us. It happened children were regularly not regularly but you know
sometimes coming to our room and I just you know climb in to bed with
us.
(per Mrs. Quoirin)
4th August 2019
(after 8 a.m.)

• Initial searches by the family.
They were later joined by the
staffs of the Resort and some
tourists but to no avail.
It

was

about

11

• Mrs. Quoirin then run back to hours from midnight
the Sora House where she got if the family wanted
noticed that the window with to relate the missing
of Nora Anne to the
the missing latch was open.
muffled sound in the
4th August 2019
(11.08 a.m.)

• The first police report was only Sora House.
made by Haanim at about
11.08 a.m. In the meantime,
the

search

for

Nora

was

ongoing.

Ibu saya menelefon saya jam 9 pagi. Ibu saya, Helen dan dia berkata ada
seorang budak kurang upaya yang hilang dari rumah Sora. Dia berkata
Nora dan adik perempuannya tidur di bilik tingkat atas, di tilam yang sama.
Bila adik dia bangun sekitar 7 pagi, dia dapati Nora tak ada. Tapi dia ingat
Nora dengan ibu bapa dia di bawah. Dari bilik Nora tidur, sampai ke tingkat
bawah, dia kena turun melalui tangga spiral. Jadik keluarga Nora hanya
sedar Nora hilang pada sekitar 8.30 pagi. So selepas dapat telefon dari
mak saya, saya terus siap dan turun ke patio. Saya nampak Cik Jemput,
pekerja kami ada di situ seorang diri sebab semua orang dah bersurai
untuk carik Nora. So saya pergi ke parking lot dan saya nampak Norizan,
dia kata dia tak jumpa Nora. Saya berjumpa beberapa orang lain lagi dan
mereka semua tak dapat jumpa Nora. Jadik saya fikir lagi baik buat laporan
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polis secepat mungkin sebab kita tak tahu bila exactly dia keluar rumah.
So, saya ke rumah Sora. Ibu bapa Nora ada di situ dengan dua orang anak
mereka. Saya bertanya kepada ibu dia kalau dia nak ke balai polis
bersama saya. Ibu dia kata dia tak nak tinggalkan kedua orang anaknya
sendirian. Kemudian, saya bertanya kepada bapak Nora, kalau dia nak
datang ke balai polis untuk membuat laporan, dia kata tidak. Jadik, saya
seorang diri pergi ke balai polis. Sebelum itu ibu Nora ada beritahu saya
bahawa Nora berumur 15 tahun tapi tahap mental dia seperti anak 4 atau
5 tahun. Ibu Nora kata Nora tak pakai baju selain dari seluar dalam. Kaut
dan selipar pun tak pakai. Ibu Nora kata tingkap yang ditarik tu untuk
malam sebelum tu, didapati dalam keadaan terbuka. Jadi, dia dah
tutup jadik pagi dah terbukak. Ibu Nora kata pintu bilik tidur ibu
bapanya di master bedroom tutup malam tadi. Saya tanya kalau pintu
depan rumah berkunci, ibu Nora kata malam tadi dia kunci pintu tu,
tapi pagi tadi dia tak perasan kalau pintu tu tak berkunci sebab masa
tu bila dia buka pintu tu, dia tengah cemas. Jadik, dia tak perasan
sebab pintu tu, kita lock dari dalam bila buka pusing lepas tu bunyi
clak dia dah terbuka.
….

So pintu tu jenis yang you click tekan untuk kunci. Nak buka, you pusing
aje. Lepas tu bunyi clak, lepas tu terbuka. So, mereka tak perasan
kalau pintu tu sudah berkunci atau masih berkunci di waktu pagi
sebab bila dia bukak dia dah cemas sebab dia tengah carik Nora.
And then, so lepas bercakap dengan ibu bapa Nora, saya memandu
kereta saya ke balai polis.
(per Haanim, SI-2)
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• The report lodged by Haanim
was a report on missing person
(see Exhibit(s) EI-4 and EI-5).
Nothing

in

mentioned

treated as a missing

report person case and the

the
any

Hence, it was

possible

police only came to

abduction neither the opened know about 11 hours
after midnight or 3

window with missing latch.

hours after the
• Then Mr. Quoirin was driven to

family realized that

the police station too by Helen

Nora was missing

Marion Todd, SI-38
4th August 2019
(11.20 a.m.)

• Insp.

Wan

Mustanin,

Faridah

bt

(“Insp

SI-47

Faridah”) as an investigating
officer had directed Sergeant
Norzi to go to the Resort for
initial investigation.
• Sergeant Norzi and two other
policemen went to the Resort
and searched for Nora Anne
within the Resort but to no
avail.
4th August 2019
(11.30 a.m.)

• Insp Faridah and Sergeant
Rahman

arrived

at

the

Resort.
• Insp

Faridah

interviewed

Haanim as the complainant of
the missing report.
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• The investigation began with
Insp Faridah recording Mr.
and Mrs. Qouirin statements.
• She then directed Sergeant
Rahman to dust and lift
fingerprints (if any) on the
window with broken latch and
on the front door knob.
• 8 fingerprints lifted from the
said window by Sergeant
Rahman. Of the four only one
matched

to

the

samples

obtained i.e. Mrs. Quoirin.

Hasil dusting yang dilakukan oleh Sarjan Rahman Berjaya menimbulkan
sejumlah 8 kesan cap jari pada bingkai lura tingkap yang terbuka.
Pencarian cap jari pada tombol pintu tidak dapat dilakukan kerana
permukaan licin dan telah disentuh oleh ramai orang.
(per Insp. Wan Faridah)
4th August 2019
(2.00 p.m.)
until

• Search operation began until
the body of Nora Anne was
found on 13th August 2019

13th August 2019 • Criminal

investigation

continued

and

never

stopped.
• However,

no

criminal

elements were found.
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173. The existence of the above said proved facts, for me, is sufficient on
the balance of probabilities to lead to the inference that Nora Anne
had gone out of the Sora House on her own and subsequently got
lost in the abandoned palm oil plantation. And there was no person
criminally concerned in the cause of her death.

174. These are my reasons:
(a) This Court acknowledges, as I said in the earlier paragraphs, the
position of Nora Anne as a child with a mild HPE. But, this Court
also recognizes her capabilities within her limitation.

(b) Making 19 hours journey by plane from London to KLIA which
has a great time difference in it plus another 45 minutes from
KLIA to the Dusun would sometime give to tiredness and
confusion.
(c)

In this case, as the day progressed, Nora Anne had shown her
level of tiredness increased.

(d) If Mr. Quoirin could wake up after 3-4 hours heavy sleep because
of the outside noises which came from the chalet where they
seemed to be having a party, there was high probability that Nora
Anne would face the same distraction. Mr. Reeves at one point
had this to say:
In terms of her communication and interaction she was very
easily distracted by noise particularly. One of the difficulties
that many of our children have is their difficulty with sensory
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processing so anything that interrupts or disturbs what they
are listening to they find very difficult to handle.

(e) Or she might wake up for other reason due to jet legged
symptom for example.

(f)

She woke up and tried to find her parents. Looking for both was
not unusual as testified by Mrs. Quoirin. That is why Innes could
have the same presumption when she found that her sister was
not in bed.

(g) As said, Nora Anne had no problem in navigating the spiral
staircase.
(h) Suddenly waking up in the middle of the night with light off and
in a strange place, then walking down the staircase searching for
the parents who were sleeping in the master bedroom with the
sliding door shut, one might expect the difficulty she faced in a
strange and new place.

the sliding door it very heavy thick door actually. I
remember being struck by that because I closed that door
on the first evening to block out the street lamp that was
bothering me. And obviously yes that quite a noise and light
blocker.
(per Mrs. Quoirin)
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(i)

She might accidently push the window with a broken latch out
while looking for the right track to her parents. See the location
of the window and the staircase in this photo, Exhibit EI-2(6)

(j)

I agreed that Nora Anne’s fingerprint could not be identified on
the window. One of the possibilities is that her fingerprint was
contaminated. However, the fact shows that it had been difficult
to get Nora Anne’s fingerprint even with the assistance of
Interpol. Her fingerprint sample was inadequate. And even after
she was found the fingerprints had shriveled.

(k) The only door that she might be able to open believing that the
parents were there was the entrance door. Mr. Quoirin believed
that Nora Anne was capable of opening the said door. She was
toilet independent. She just needed to twist the door knob to
open the said door. Mrs. Quoirin was not sure, when asked by
Haanim, if the front door was still locked in the morning.
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Saya tanya kalau pintu depan rumah berkunci, ibu Nora
kata malam tadi dia kunci pintu tu, tapi pagi tadi dia tak
perasan kalau pintu tu tak berkunci sebab masa tu bila dia
buka pintu tu, dia tengah cemas. Jadik, dia tak perasan
sebab pintu tu, kita lock dari dalam bila buka pusing lepas
tu bunyi clak dia dah terbuka.

Please take note that Haanim was the first person who asked
the family about the front door.

(l)

Nora Anne was barefoot and wearing only her underwear when
she disappeared. That was the last clothes she was seen
wearing by her mother.

(m) Now, how she could be there i.e. the location she was finally
found?

Sora House
Front Gate
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(n) As I said every inquiry or inquest is different.

(o) This inquiry is with regards the missing person in a resort
surrounded by dense forest. See the green area in the following
map in support of the aforesaid.

Even the Resort tried their level best to preserve the nature as
possible. See also the following photo on the back view of the
Sora House:

Exhibit EI-2(9)
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(p)

The missing of Nora Anne was followed by a massive search
and rescue operation plus criminal investigation altogether.

(q) As illustrated by the above stated diagram, it was about 8 hours
from the midnight if the family wanted to relate the missing of
their daughter to the muffled sound in the Sora House to the time
when Mr. Quoirin discovered that she was not in her bed.

(r)

There was no CCTV on site and no guard on patrol at the Resort.
Initial searches were carried out by the family who was later
joined by the staffs of the Resort and other tourists before the
other agencies involved in. Hence, for me, it is impossible in this
kind of case and circumstances to have a precise direction and
time of Nora Anne before she was found at the palm oil
plantation.

(s) Even the sniffer dogs and hundreds of searchers were unable to
trace her.

(t)

I would like to quote what was said by Dr Siew on the nature of
the palm oil plantation where the body was discovered:
But those are very difficult terrain, you have to really climb
down and after that even the police when they brought us
there, they lost the location so those are difficult terrain.
I’m not able to answer you because on the ordinary area
10 days you should move quite a lot of distance but those
are the difficult area. Even when I climbed down also it
was with deep very big difficulty even the police missed
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the location of the deceased body. So I’m not able to
answer you because don’t know how her personally. If I’ve
been knowing her for some time, I can estimate but this is
difficult because I don’t know her until the postmortem. So,
I’m not able to answer this with certainty but those are very
difficult area to move around. It’s not ordinary easy to
move around like a city or something but it’s very difficult,
(u) This is an excerpt of the post-mortem report in relation to marks
of injury found on Nora Anne by Dr Siew and Dr Hanif:
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(v) According to Dr Siew, the injuries are consistent with Nora Anne
walking on barefoot in the jungle.

(w) Only Nora Anne could tell in great details what was happening
in the jungle and which area she was in. As for us, we could only
be able to make inferences based on the proved facts. And the
best inference that we could make is based on Dr Siew’s
testimony when he was asked how much Nora Anne would have
been moving in view of her condition:
If she at the area it would be very difficult for her to move
further more, If you at the final because she has all the
problem with her thing. But if you because they will have to
climb down there and after that there was a little plateau
there. If she landed a plateau area it should be difficult to
move around there because in you are all the suffering and
her disability and the pain. She would be quite restricted in
that area. It is really difficult to answer you but in view of
her disability to movement problem and all that I would
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anticipate she would just at that area not far away from it.
But I’m not able to answer exactly because I don’t know her
when she was alive.
(x) It was put to this Court that if Nora- Anne died on 9th August
2019, or 10th August 2019, then this raises the question as to
why she was not found when the area was searched on 7th, 8th
or 9th of August 2019 and tried to relate to the involvement of a
third party.

(y) We already know that Nora Anne was a mild HPE child with her
own limitation. This includes her balancing, coordination and
tiredness level. According to Mr Reeves, Nora Anne still tired
easily in many areas. Hence, based on this proved fact, it could
be reasonably inferred that she was not on constant move. The
reason she could not be found would be the nature of the jungle
which could lead to the possibility of overlooking the body in
undergrowth (see Dr Siew’s and Dr Cary’s on this).
(z) Dr Siew and Dr Hanif had done all their level best to really look
for evidence if it involved sexual assault. But there was none to
suggest.
Yes we have, I mean we have interview with the parent to
get the background of the deceased. …. Of course we are
really looking for those evidence on the body. Looking
forward with assaulted sexually. We are really looking for
those. We agree those really highly high risk of the.. high
risk being sexual assault abuse. We were looking for those
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but however just on the postmortem I couldn’t find it. I don’t
deny it couldn’t exist, but I just don’t find it to say it was
there at the time of postmortem because we do understand
the girl is a bit need, dependent, she has all the
characteristic. We actually very, we are looking for those
evidence hard. That why you see we send a lot of
specimen. This not usually we do for postmortem. You see
we send … we sent a lot of samples. Sample one, sample
two we sent a lot hoping they will get something. I still agree
it possible, but my evidence is not with you I mean my
evidence is not show but I agree it’s possible, but I don’t
have the evidence to say it is there you know. But I agree
these are the highly target for this type but I don’t have the
evidence from my postmortem okey. We look hard and we
look a lot extensive. I mean you can see the postmortem.
Actually, in not a simple post mortem. We do extensive to
try to look for at lease one evidence. I got one I can use a
loud sound saying yes but I don’t have one .so possible you
are right but I just don’t have anything to say it is there.
….
….
After the post mortem on the 14th we think we need to go
to the scene to expand those injuries on her legs and so
because there are so many scratch marks caused by the
tree branches. So, we want to know how she can get those
injuries. That why we ask the police to bring us to visit back
whether these injuries pattern is tally with the injury
sustained when she was there or maybe we want to make
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sure those injury she sustained over the area and not
people inflict on her.
…
We actually want to see whether she was still walking or
not. I mean those are thing she was standing alive and still
walking. So we are interested to area whether she was
walking or not. If she was walking means she was not
immediately dead after she missing so we are actually want
to know whether she was still walking around after those
alleged missing period. And we see those injuries pattern
is similar like those area we can see from the branches and
all the pricker from the area.

Coroner: And your finding was?

Yes, those are consistent. We want to say she was still
alive and she is not dumped in that area and mixed some
artifact on the body all that..
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Conclusion

175. After hearing all the relevant evidence, I ruled that there was no one
involved in the death of Nora Anne. No criminal element. It is more
probable than not that she died by misadventure i.e. she had gone
out of the Sora House on her own and subsequently got lost in the
abandoned palm oil plantation.

176. For me to speculate and presume of her action and involvement of a
third party without any proved facts would be a breach of my duty.
177. The inquiry is hereby closed.

Prepared and Delivered by:
Maimoonah binti Aid
Coroner
Coroner’s Court at Seremban
Negeri Sembilan Darul Khusus
4th January 2021
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